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ABSTRACT

The balance of teaching in rural and urban areas in India is very diverse. It faces many problems in the educational system like scant resources in government schools, lack of teaching quality, lack of skilled teachers, etc. Besides India is considered as one of the youngest countries in the world which consist of above 40% population in 16-28 age range. So it utmost important to understand the situation of the system which provides necessary skill set to this population in order to survive in the world. In this paper, it was surveyed to find out various problems in the educational system and their solution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Education has been the first think about the additional formal transmission of English round the world. There developed associate endemic, modernizing, movement in Bengal throughout the first decades of the nineteenth century. It had been crystal rectifier by Ram Mohan Roy. once First Baron Macaulay in his far-famed 1835 ‘Minutes’ embarked on the case for the intellectual improvement of the country; titt that, whereas he himself had not data of the endemic languages, he had ne'er found associate specialist 'who might deny that one shelf of an honest European library was definitely worth the whole native literature of Republic of India and Arabia.

English symbolizes in Indian minds, higher education, higher culture and better intellect. In gift times, English is that the most popular language. The Indians and therefore the Indian English press use several words derived from Indian languages. Indian accent is typically tough for non-Indians to grasp. Truly English has co-existed within the Indian sub-continent aboard thousands of native languages. It’s remained at the guts of the Indian society. in step with recent surveys, roughly 40% of the Indian population use English. That figure might sound insignificant, however out of the overall population it represents thirty five million speakers. It suggests that the Republic of India is that the largest English speaking community outside USA and therefore the UK. As the Republic of India celebrates its sixty nineth year of independence from British rule, English continues to expand its empire. English is just about the mother-tongue for several educated South Asian, except for the overwhelming majority, it remains second language. So English, spoken by such speakers is heavily influenced by speech patterns of their ethnic language.

II. SURVEY ANALYSIS

In this paper, the survey was done for the prior issue. 30 students were part of this endeavour which was taken place in the VIT university, Chennai campus.
1. Do you agree if the Indian educational system includes English in the professional course?

Here, 77% students were in complete agreement while 17% students shown disagreement. 6% students weren’t sure.

2. According to you, where do students lack of the following options,

44% students says that problem lies in the understanding English grammar, pronunciation of English words, reading English literature and Vocabulary. While 23% disagrees about reading English literature part. 13% were focused on understanding English grammar option.

3. Why do we speak a regional language better than English?

77% people says regional language is learned from the childhood, while 10% says they are proud of their respective regional languages. But 13% people disagree with this sentiment.

4. What are the different ways by which we can encourage students to learn English at primary school level?

5. What are the different ways by which we can encourage the students to learn English at secondary school level?

6. Do you think that common school system (Equality of education for all types of school and sharing facilities and resources with every school) can be used to improve the quality of English teaching?

7. In today’s education system, English teaching is an art or just a profession?
III. CONCLUSION

From the above analysis, it is concluded that the majority of people think that Indian educational system requires skilled teachers with adequate funding from the government. The problem also lies with the attitude of the people, which can be reduced by introducing English language in the professional course. Also flipped classroom can be used to improve quality of English teaching.
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